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Introduction
This manual is designed to help the new program coordinator adjust to the adult literacy
delivery environment. Efforts have been taken to keep the terminology and the description of
processes as simple as possible, and to focus on what will help new program coordinators get
started in their new positions and to experience success.
It is also recognized that the requirements of the program coordinator position will not be the
same for every organization. For example, some program coordinators are not expected to
maintain the financial records but in other organizations, this may be a requirement. These
expectations will be detailed in the job description and are determined as part of the hiring
process. The Beginner’s Guide provides information about the most important aspects of the
program coordinator’s job that is common to all organizations, and explains the mentoring
function of the regional literacy network. The manual outlines the service provider’s obligations
to the Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities (MTCU), including financial obligations and
recommendations for financial management, so as to ensure success. Although the demands on a
new program coordinator are numerous, this manual will help to keep the focus on key tasks and
responsibilities and will point to the many excellent resources available to LBS administrators and
practitioners. The regional literacy network staff is an important source of information and can
introduce the new program coordinator to key tools and resources and the new program
coordinator is encouraged to request as much assistance from the literacy network staff as is
needed.
The Beginner’s Guide complements the Succession Planning Toolkit, developed by Literacy Link
South Central in 2009, http://www.llsc.on.ca/node/108, which focuses on the broader succession
planning process. The resources listed in this manual are not exhaustive, but are reflective of
selected options for new program coordinators. The work of listing all the available resources
pertinent to Ontario was done in 2001 in an excellent volume entitled New to Literacy in Ontario?
What Literacy Staff Need to Know, by Anne Semple and published by Literacy Link South Central
(Contact Literacy Link South Central for a copy of this document). To be informed about the most
recent Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities requirements, please refer to the
Employment Ontario Partners Gateway website http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/newpostings/.
Finally, the objective of this manual is to familiarize the new coordinator with practical tools
and resources that can be used immediately. Begin by identifying what your roles and
responsibilities are as a literacy services program coordinator (refer to the LBS Service Provider
Guidelines) http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/20111109_lbs_guidelines_2011.pdf.
Identify the strengths you bring to the job that will help you to meet the expectations and
identify any challenges you may have that require you to obtain additional training or support.
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Simple, yes? It is simple, if you keep in mind that you have access to many sources of support,
such as the MTCU Employment and Training Consultant (ETC) assigned to your organization, the
Regional Network staff, provincial literacy organizations and your board of directors. Your work is
recognized by Employment Ontario as providing the foundation skills required by Ontario
workers to survive and thrive in today’s employment environment, an environment which is
constantly shifting and changing. We hope that this manual helps you to contribute to this
important work.

You will learn about:
 The language of literacy;
 The role of your support organizations;

 The role of literacy services planning;
 Key Ministry documents and support, including the Ontario Adult Literacy Curriculum
Framework (OALCF), the service provider guidelines, the annual business planning cycle,
data tracking and reporting;
 Available literacy resources.
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Program Coordinator
No matter how well organized the previous program coordinator left the organization you are
now in charge and there is still a great deal for you to learn. The principles, which apply to the
literacy learner starting out on his or her learning journey, equally apply to a new program
coordinator. It’s a process of identifying a goal, conducting a self-assessment, identifying the
elements of your learning plan, accessing the training and appropriate tools and materials and
evaluating if you have achieved what you need to, in order to do this job. Ontario literacy partners
have worked diligently, and continue to do so, to clarify the process and assure the necessary
supports are in place.
One of the first things you need to do is contact your MTCU Employment and Training
Consultant (ETC), assigned to your organization. Introduce yourself and set up an appointment to
meet him or her as soon as possible.
Organizations such as Community Literacy of Ontario have developed excellent on-line
training programs accessible to literacy practitioners at
http://www.nald.ca/literacybasics/index.htm. These can be utilized by the new program
coordinator and other new staff and/or volunteers.
Literacy practitioners help learners to achieve their goals. Similarly, regional literacy networks
and other support organizations and literacy practitioners will help the new program coordinator
achieve his or her program goals. If you can’t find what you need -- ask. There are supports in
place to help you succeed and your Regional Network staff is connected to numerous resources.

Employment Ontario – Partners Gateway website (EOPG)
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/

It is important to note at the beginning of this manual that all LBS information such as your
business plan guidelines, templates, mandatory forms, MTCU bulletins, call for proposals, OALCF
information (which is discussed later in this document), audit and accountability guidelines and
so on, are posted to the EO partner’s gateway website indicated above. This web site is critical to
the functioning of your LBS organization and should be your first priority in becoming oriented in
your new position. Once you become familiar with the website, you will want to check the
‘updates’ section of the website on a daily basis, as updates are continuously posted.
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Terms and Acronyms
“Please complete your LSP documents and forward to TCU and the Network ED. FYI
the CLO and LLO are cooperatively introducing ESL/ESOL instruction. In addition to
preparing learners for employment or for ACE, your learners may access ILC through
TVO online, and GED training is available online, so mention that to your stakeholders,
i.e. OW. New materials have also been posted on NALD. Don’t forget to access EOPG for
the latest information on EO directives.”
Did that make you feel uncomfortable? Did you understand the content of this paragraph?
Although the use of acronyms is common in any field of specialization, it is not good practice if
you are sincere in wanting to convey ideas and information. Acronyms are intended to speed the
process of communication, but they serve as a barrier to those new to or unfamiliar with the topic.
It is important to remember to only use acronyms with those you are certain will understand you.
It is inappropriate to use them with external stakeholders, with learners or with anyone who may
not be knowledgeable about their meaning. As a new coordinator you will however, encounter
documents and people that make use of these acronyms.
You can find a list of acronyms at the end of this guide.
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Mentoring and Coaching
Mentoring and coaching are also options which you can utilize through your regional literacy
network.

Mentoring
Mentoring follows an open process, which evolves as the need arises. It is a reciprocal
relationship which “there is no universally accepted definition of: however, most people
understand mentoring as a relationship between two individuals, in which a wiser, more
experienced person teaches a less knowledgeable individual.” 1
Mentors can be role models and facilitators. The mentor will be able to introduce you to new
sources of information and help you explore your challenges and the organizations challenges. A
mentor will help you build your own insights, and assist you in building your self-confidence.
Your regional literacy network staff knows other literacy program coordinators or
practitioners in your region, who have proven experience in particular aspects of literacy delivery
and administration. If you ask your regional literacy network staff to arrange some time with a
mentor, you will have the benefit of someone with the listening skills to address what you need.

1

(Galvez-Hjornevik 1986: Stevens 1998; Murphy 1995) 2010 The Alberta Teachers’ Association
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Coaching
Coaching normally focuses on achieving performance goals within a limited time period. For
example, if the goal is to assist you to improve your competence in specific tasks, the coaching
involves passing on specific knowledge to assist in that endeavour.
“Coaching, often confused with mentoring, is a process that occurs when a person views and
critiques another at work and offers ways to improve his or her practice. Although a mentor might
seem to act as a coach there is an important distinguishing feature: coaching is an activity
between peers who have equal competencies, while mentoring involves an imbalance of
competencies, with the mentor being the more experienced person.” 2
The rules of coaching include:
1. Determining the goal - clearly defining the expectations and explaining why
they are necessary or desirable.
2. Carefully examining current performance - the coach will observe how you are
doing things now, what you already know how to do, your interest and
confidence levels and any barriers limiting your performance.
3. Coaching you - make a choice about where you need help, give advice, point
you towards other “good” performers, and help you invent better tools to
improve performance or remove barriers.
4. Assessing result - this involves looking at the outcome in relation to the goals.
The benefits of coaching and mentoring to you may include:
• Acquiring the valuable skills and knowledge you need in a less formalized way,
without having to go through the trial-and-error process.
• Having a model which can be referred to in person, providing for consistency
in development.
• Alleviating the organization of having to purchase or implement expensive
formal training programs.
Utilizing internal coaching/mentoring reaps superior development benefits for not
only the new program coordinator, but the entire organization.
It is up to you to decide which method best suits your needs, and contact your Regional
Network.
You can find more information on mentoring and coaching at the end of this guide.

2

(Loucks-Horsley 1998, 25) 2010 The Alberta Teachers’ Association
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Getting to Know Your Support
Organizations
What is a Support Organization?
Support organizations are funded by MTCU to provide service development support to service
providers. Support organizations are similar in that they broadly provide support to service
providers to ensure that the LBS Program is:
•
•
•
•

Coordinated and promoted in communities as a system of service provision that avoids
duplication;
Of the highest quality;
Responsive to emerging needs (identified by the community and government);
Integrated into the broader Ministry of Education (EDU), Ministry of Citizenship and
Immigration (MCI) and MTCU: Employment Ontario (EO) programs.

Support organizations however have distinct roles and responsibilities within these broader
common objectives and are further categorized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Regional networks;
Stream organizations;
Sector organizations;
Service organizations.
“Support organizations play a critical role in identifying for service providers the
changing needs and requirements for successful learner transition and contribute to
any actions that must be taken to increase learner success (e.g., development of
resources, service provider training, linkages to other supports and services).” 3

For a description of each above support organizations, see page 2 of the Support Organization
Guidelines. For specific roles and responsibilities, see pages 25 – 32 of the Support Organization
Guidelines. The LBS support organization guidelines can be found here:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/lbs_support_organization_guidelines_2012.pdf
For a description of all support organizations at the National, Provincial, Sectoral and Regional
level, as well as links to their websites, go to: http://www.on.literacy.ca/literacy101/field/litpart

LBS support organization guidelines April 2012
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/lbs_support_organization_guidelines_2012.pdf
3
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What is an LSP? Literacy Services Plan
Regional literacy networks are funded by MTCU to facilitate a literacy services planning and
coordination process. Networks help LBS organizations gather, interpret and analyse relevant
information for the purposes of determining what literacy services should be offered in a specific
community. A community may have a variety of literacy service providers including community
based programs, college programs, school board programs and be additionally defined by
streams (Francophone, Anglophone, Native, and Deaf). The literacy services planning and
coordinating process develops the rationale for the service provision of each organization.
Regional networks support service providers through training, tools and resources to
determine the effectiveness of the literacy programming – to set targets as a community and to
monitor results. It is also the role of regional literacy networks to bring community partners, such
as Ontario Works, Employment Services, Local Training and Adjustment Boards to the planning
table to develop a community plan - their “Literacy Service Plan”. Literacy is an issue that affects
both employment and educational goals and it’s important that community partners provide
input about the skills that clients need in order to succeed in employment and educational
programs. The range and level of literacy services offered in a community may depend upon what
other community services exist.
The Literacy and Basic Skills Program and Employment Services are close program partners
and work together as part of the Employment Ontario system. As of April 2012, all LBS service
providers will be using EOIS-CaMS to report learner data. This is the same case management
system that Employment Services staff use to create a client service plan. All authorized users of
EOIS-CaMS will have the capacity to share service plans. Strong information and referral protocols
and effective service coordination strategies are important aspects of the Employment Ontario
system.
It is also the responsibility of each LBS service provider to participate in the Literacy Services
Planning and Coordination (LSPC) process. This process of coordination and cooperation has
three main purposes:
•

•

•

To ensure that LBS Program funds are used effectively and efficiently to deliver quality
LBS Program services within the community. The process requires collaboration among
service providers to ensure that emerging needs are met and that there is no
duplication of services.
To ensure that all LBS Program learners have accurate and timely referrals, portable
learner plans, learning achievements described in a common language (OALCF-see
page 12 of this guide), and a program that facilitates the achievement of the learner’s
goal path.
To promote partnerships and collaboration between LBS Program funded service
providers and other Employment Ontario stakeholders. These partnerships and
collaboration will increase timely referrals, which support EO clients to move smoothly
into LBS Program services and progress out of those services to their next step.
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The regional literacy network provides the support for the process of local planning and
coordination to produce the Literacy Service Plan for a given community which is completed in
the late fall. Many Networks facilitate more than one LSPC committee in their given geographic
region. Each year the regional literacy network compiles a document which outlines the Literacy
Service Plan for that community and informs the individual service provider’s business plan.
The Literacy Service Plan serves to identify the community’s literacy needs based on
demographics, labour market information, the client focus of the LBS Program, service
duplications and gaps and outlines the specific literacy delivery services that local service
providers will offer in the coming fiscal year. Regional literacy networks also work in a
collaborative manner across the province to ensure consistency at the provincial level.
All the LBS service providers, from all streams, participate in the literacy services planning and
coordination process for their community. Each service provider’s business plan flows from the
Literacy Service Plan and reflects the commitments that the organization has made at the local
planning table.

LSPC and Local Labour Market Planning
The annual Trends, Opportunities and Priorities (TOP) process/report, which is now referred to
as the Local Labour Market Planning (LLMP) process/report, is led by Local Training and
Adjustment Boards to: engage communities in a locally-driven process to identify and respond to
the key trends, opportunities and priorities that prevail in their local labour markets; facilitate a
local planning process to address local labour market issues of common interest; create
opportunities for partnership development activities and projects; and organize events and
activities that promote the importance of education, training and skills upgrading. The end result
is a publication of an annual report. The Literacy Services Planning and Coordination process
includes active participation in the LLMP process to ensure that the LBS Program is recognized as
an integral component of action items proposed to address the region’s skills development
needs. The LLMP process/report is also utilized in the Literacy Service Planning and Coordinating
(LSPC) process as a source of current labour market information that supports LBS Program
planning and delivery.
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Employment Ontario and LBS
What is the LBS Program’s relationship with Employment Ontario? Where do we fit into the
larger training and employment system?
The Community Literacy of Ontario’s (CLO) web site, Literacy Basics, offers an excellent
introductory module to Employment Ontario designed for literacy practitioners. For a more
comprehensive insight into Employment Ontario and LBS Programming please go to:
http://www.nald.ca/literacybasics/employ-o/basics/litwithn/01.htm
In November 2005, the provincial and federal governments signed the Labour Market
Development Agreement (LMDA) which allowed plans for the new Employment Ontario system
to move forward. Through this agreement the federal government transferred funding and
resources linked to training and employment supports and benefits to the Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities (MTCU). Employment Ontario was formally launched on January 1, 2007.
Employment Ontario programs and services include the Literacy and Basic Skills Program,
Employment Services, Second Career, Apprenticeship, Self Employment Benefit program, Local
Training and Adjustment Boards and services that support employers. Employment Ontario is
designed to help people seeking to upgrade their skills, looking for work, wanting to start a career
or their own business, or looking for a career change. It can also assist employers to find and hire
people with the skills employers need.
The Employment Ontario web site at http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/employmentontario/ is one
effective way to find information about all aspects of Employment Ontario. The Employment
Ontario Partners’ Gateway web site is a critical source of information, particularly for service
providers. This is a web site which you must check on a daily basis for all TCU-LBS Program related
information. The site can be found here: http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/
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Introduction to the Ontario Adult Literacy
Curriculum Framework (OALCF)
Background
“The Ontario Adult Literacy Curriculum Framework (OALCF) is based on the recognition that
learners’ participation, persistence, and success in the Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) Program
improve when literacy programming is linked to learners’ goals and takes into account their
cultural and linguistic backgrounds. This is known as contextualized programming, and it is a
critical feature of the OALCF.
The OALCF supports literacy practitioners to plan and deliver contextualized programming for
Anglophone, Deaf, Francophone, and Native adult learners with different goals and learning
needs. It also supports the assessment of learner progress so that learners’ goal-directed
outcomes can be measured and easily understood by learners, practitioners, and other
stakeholders and reported through EOIS-CaMS to the Ministry.

What can LBS-funded delivery service providers now
provide?
Within the OALCF, literacy organizations can now provide:
•

competency-based programming that uses standards at three levels of performance to
assess task-based learner progress;

•

clear direction on how a learner’s goal connects with assessment and learning content
choices;

•

strong focus on the importance of learners being able to use their newly acquired literacy
skills and competencies in meaningful ways.
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Who developed the OALCF?
Coordinated by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities in consultation with the
Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration, the OALCF was developed
in collaboration with the following literacy support organizations in Ontario:
•

Alpha Plus;

•

Association of Adult Continuing
Education School Board Administrators
(CESBA);

•

•

Coalition ontarienne de formation des
adultes (COFA);
College Sector Committee for Adult
Upgrading (CSC);

•

Community Literacy of Ontario (CLO);

•

Deaf Literacy Initiative (DLI);

•

Ontario Literacy Coalition (OLC);

•

Ontario Native Literacy Coalition
(ONLC).”

Source: http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/oalcf/background.html

Purpose of the OALCF
“The OALCF’s primary purpose is to support Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) Program service
providers as they help learners develop the required knowledge, skills, and behaviours to
successfully transition to their goals of:
•

Employment;

•

Apprenticeship;

•

Secondary School Credit;

•

Postsecondary;

•

Independence.
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Using the OALCF, practitioners can establish the link between LBS programming and literacy
use in meaningful real-life applications—enabling learners to achieve their goals at home, at
work, in educational settings, and in the community.”
Source: http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/oalcf/purpose.html
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What is task-based programming?
“The OALCF supports practitioners in the implementation of task-based programming, which
extends literacy instruction beyond the development of discrete skills. Instead, practitioners focus
on strengthening the learner’s ability to integrate skills, knowledge, and behaviours required to
perform authentic, goal-related tasks.
The Framework is comprised of 6 areas of competencies:
A: Find and Use Information;
B: Communicate Ideas and Information;
C: Understand and Use Numbers;
D: Use Digital Technology;
E: Manage Learning;
F: Engage with others.”
Link to OALCF document:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/OALCF_Curriculum_Framework_Mar_11.pdf
Practitioners can combine elements of the OALCF to develop integrated tasks, in which
learners complete complex tasks that accurately reflect real-life literacy use. The Integrated Tasks
by Goal Path (PDF | 184 KB) document provides five sample integrated tasks for practitioners to
review.
More information about this approach to literacy learning can be found in the Practitioner’s
Guide to Task-Based Programming (PDF | 178 KB).

How does the OALCF support learner mobility?
“The OALCF helps learners communicate their goal-related program achievements in an easyto-understand way, both within and beyond the LBS Program. It provides a common language
that describes learning and learner progress in terms of what a learner can do. The competencybased curriculum framework provides the standards and levels to which learner achievements are
articulated.
Learner progress is described through the performance of standard tasks called milestones so
that learners’ achievements will be more easily understood by various key stakeholders, such as
employers or providers of other Employment Ontario programs. One indicator of transitionreadiness will be described through standard integrated tasks called culminating tasks. Both
milestones and culminating tasks are aligned to the curriculum framework and must be used with
the learner according the instructions and conditions outlined in the User Guides.”
Source: http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/oalcf/purpose.html
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Want more information?
To learn more about transition-oriented programming and the elements of successful
transitions to the learner’s next step, please read Foundations of Transition-Oriented Programming
(PDF | 107 KB): http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/OALCF_Foundations_of_TransitionOriented_Programming_March_2011.pdf
For more information view the OALCF website at: http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/oalcf/
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LBS Program Service Provider Guidelines
As a new coordinator one of the first things you will want to do is familiarize yourself with the
LBS Program Service Provider Guidelines. Every LBS service provider should have a copy of this
document in the office. You can download the most recent version, as a PDF from the
Employment Ontario Partners Gateway Site:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/20111109_lbs_guidelines_2011.pdf
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities funds Ontario organizations to provide
literacy services. The guidelines provide you with information about your roles and
responsibilities when you deliver the LBS Program. The Guidelines provide the broad policy
direction that is needed by service providers to deliver the LBS Program under their transfer
payment agreement with the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities. These guidelines
form part of the contract between the LBS Program service provider and the Ministry.
Consequently, it is mandatory that the new program coordinator be familiar with the contents of
the Guidelines.
Important administration requirements are included, such as, service provider responsibilities
and required documentation, reference to a service provider’s responsibilities under the
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) and Access to Information and Protection
of Privacy, graphic standards and program documentation requirements. This information can be
found on pages 48 – 56 of your Service Provider guidelines.
Some of the specific items you will wish to pay attention to are the Performance Management
Framework (PMF) and the Phase I Service Quality Standards (SQS). “The introduction of a
Performance Management Framework (PMF) to the LBS Program, aims at making the program
more effective, efficient and customer focused.” Detailed information regarding the PMF and
Provincial Service Quality Standard can be found in the most recent LBS Program Service Provider
Guidelines on page 59/Appendix 1.

Source: http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/20111109_lbs_guidelines_2011.pdf
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Learner Satisfaction Surveys
One important activity related to the measure, Customer Satisfaction, is the Learner Satisfaction
Survey. When a learner exits a program the service provider is required to administer the Learner
Satisfaction Survey, a short survey of seven questions. The survey is anonymous - the learner is not
required to provide a signature or identify themselves in any other way. The Program Coordinator
collects these surveys and records the compiled results onto the LBS Learner Satisfaction Survey
Results Spreadsheet, which is submitted twice per year. For further instructions and timelines for
2011-2012 reporting, go to:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/20111024_lbs_learner_satisfaction_instructions.pdf
The spreadsheet and instructions are available on the EOPG web site under LBS:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/programs/training.html and the compiled statistics are now
filed electronically. (In time, this information will be entered directly into EOIS-CaMS.)
LBS Program service providers must ask all learners who exit their program to complete the
survey, at the time of exit or shortly thereafter. The Learner Satisfaction Survey could be completed
at the same time as other exit information is gathered during the exit interview. It is important
that it be completed at the end of the learner’s program and not during. We want to know how
satisfied they are with their experience of being in the whole program. Excluded from these
surveys are individuals who left after assessment.

Accountability And Your Annual Business Plan
Each year (or according to an agreed upon schedule), your MTCU Employment and Training
Consultant (ETC) will be conducting a program monitoring visit. This extensive review examines
all aspects of your organization’s operations, and will pay particular attention to what your
organization has committed itself to in your annual Business Plan. One of the first things you will
want to do as a new program coordinator is to find your current Business Plan and familiarize
yourself with it, and then make sure the goals and objectives are included in your own annual
work plan. Next go to the 2011-2012 Program Monitoring Package
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/programs/training.html, under LBS-August 2011 and read
through the expectations of the monitoring visit. This package may change from year to year and
will be posted to the EOPG site accordingly.
When it comes to filling out your business plan, you will be given the province-wide
performance targets, as set out by the Ministry. These will be indicated within the 1st page of the
business plan template. The provincial targets will change from year to year, so you will
determine how your organization is going to achieve those objectives and indicate this in your
business plan accordingly. Your organization does not necessarily need to commit to the
provincial target and should discuss the target with your ministry consultant. However, you do
need to demonstrate year over year that you are continuously improving your results.
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Continuous Improvement in the Ministry’s
Business Planning Cycle

Source: http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/20111109_lbs_guidelines_2011.pdf
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It’s up to your organization to determine how to contribute to these targets utilizing your
Literacy Service Planning and coordinating process, which is facilitated by your Regional Network
(see page 23-27). This planning process will then lead to a service delivery chart, which informs
your business plan. Your business plan must mirror your service delivery chart. Sample service
delivery chart: http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/programs/training.html - (under LBS, 2012-2013
service delivery charts SAMPLE).
Organizations are responsible for visiting the EOPG website on a daily basis, as all LBS
related information will be posted there.
The business plan instructions and template for 2012/2013 can be accessed through the
following links:

http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/2012-2013_lbs_service_delivery_site_bp_template.pdf
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/2012-2013_lbs_service_delivery_site_bp_instructions.pdf

*Note - Viewing the April 1, 2012 LBS guidelines (link below) prior to visiting the above
links, will help you to make sense of the instructions and the template for the 2012-2013
business planning cycle. Please see:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/20111109_lbs_guidelines_2011.pdf
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Preparing for financial compliance
To assure yourself that your organization is prepared for a monitoring visit, verify that your
organization’s files include the following documents and are readily available for the Auditor, and
the Employment and Training Consultant (ETC), when they perform site monitoring:




















Board Minutes of the fiscal year (originals);
Bank Statements / cheque stubs;
Other banking information (i.e. term deposits);
Financial reports;
Budget information;
Project expenditures and revenues/rationale;
Donation receipts (if applicable);
HST statement for fiscal year;
Profit and loss statements;
All organization invoices;
All petty cash invoices ;
Bank deposit book(s);
Any correspondence from funders regarding financial matters;
Payment schedules;
T4 slips for staff;
Organization Income Tax Return;
Corporation Papers;
Organization licences (Nevada, Raffles, etc.);
Organization By-laws.

Once your business year has ended (March 31st) you will be facing the annual job of having to
submit your books and records for audit. If you have an accountant, it is advisable to make sure all
the above documents are prepared. Efficiency in this manner will save your accountant time and
save your organization money. Today, with the accounting software packages available to small
business, you will have your cheque register, sales and deposit journals, general ledger and sub
ledgers in those accounts. When you are visited by your ETC they will also check to make sure all
your documentation is in place. Four useful tips:
 Keep your paid invoices filed by either supplier; or by month paid.
 Provide adequate explanations for all journal entries.
 Reconcile your bank statements with your paid cheques and deposit slips
on a monthly basis.
 Keep details of the purchase or sale of equipment or other fixed assets.
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Keeping accurate records will be your responsibility, and rest assured, you will be asked! Not
just by your auditor, but by your ETC when they conduct their Program Monitoring visit. Being
organized at this level will save you time and trouble down the road. Your financial reports need
to be prepared according to Ministry specifications. The funding you receive may only be spent
on activities directly related to LBS delivery. These are listed as follows:
 Rent and utilities for instructional space and program administration
functions;
 Instructor salaries and benefits;
 Salaries and benefits for staff providing program administration services;
 Professional development of staff and practitioners;
 Volunteer orientation and co-ordination;
 Materials and supplies for workshops, instructional resources;
 Administration of training support;
 Telephone, fax, and Internet access;
 Office supplies and leased equipment;
 Insurance (board, property, and liability);
 Costs associated with participating in local planning and coordination;
 Staff travel for meetings, conferences, professional fees;
 Administrative fees or indirect expenditures which cannot exceed 15% of
the associated operating budget;
 Outreach and recruitment (promotion, marketing, advertising);
 Accounting services;
 Auditor’s fees (when audited statements are required).
Any unspent LBS funding, including any interest that may have been earned on the funding
throughout the year, must be kept in an interest-bearing bank account at the end of each fiscal
year until the Ministry recovers that funding.
You will find the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 Audit and Accountability Guidelines at:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/programs/training.html under literacy and basic skills, audit
and accountability requirements.
Any changes to these guidelines will be posted on the EOPG website. Guidelines for business
cycles beyond 2012-2013 will also be posted to the EOPG website.
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The LBS Agreement
One of the documents you will receive from the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
in the course of the year is your MTCU contract agreement, which includes schedules A through
D. Schedule ‘A’ informs you of the background, roles, responsibilities, and guidelines of LBS
agreements, schedule ’B’ outlines your budget set for the fiscal year, performance commitments
and core activities which your organization has committed to for that fiscal year. It includes
‘operating funds’ and ‘other funding’, within the Schedule. Schedule ‘C’ outlines the payment
schedule and the amount to be paid at each interval and schedule ‘D’ outlines the reporting
requirements and due dates.
This is a legally binding agreement with the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
(MTCU). A sample of this agreement will be posted to the Partner’s Gateway. Two copies of your
organization’s agreement will be delivered by your MTCU consultant, or sent via regular mail. You
must have both copies signed by your organization’s signing authority and send them to the
MTCU, by the date indicated. One returned copy should be kept with your files, normally with
your Business Plan, and the other signed copy is kept by the MTCU Regional Office. It is important
that you understand your agreement. Should you have any questions regarding your agreement,
they should be directed to your Employment and Training Consultant. The April 1st, 2012 sample
agreement can be found at:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/lbs_service_delivery_2012_sample.pdf
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Screening and Intake
Screening and intake involves a process whereby the service provider gathers relevant
information and along with the client, decides if the LBS program is the most appropriate
involvement. Next, the service provider will determine which LBS service provider is best suited
for the client’s goal path and refer that client accordingly, or continue on with the registration
process. In a case where a client may not have any set goals, a referral to employment services
may be an appropriate primary involvement. If the client has other needs such as housing,
counselling, etc., a referral to another community organization may also be appropriate, along
with accessing LBS services or as a standalone referral.
Once the service provider is ready to proceed with registering a client into an LBS service, the
service provider will document the process using two MTCU mandatory forms. The first is the ‘LBS
Participant Registration form’, which is used with clients who are eligible, suitable and interested in
attending LBS services, in person, or via e-channel. (Information and referral processes to eChannel can be downloaded from the Alpha Plus website at:
http://alphaplus.ca/en/news/news/410-e-channel-information-and-referral-guide.html)
“The new LBS Participant Registration form has been carefully designed to support LBS
providers as they:
• capture client information which is required to help organizations record eligibility and
suitability;
• record the client’s consent to collect information;
• register and set up LBS learners in EOIS-CaMS; and
• develop the Learner Plan.”
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/lbs_learner_carryover_transition_guide.pdf
Once signed as indicated above, the information on the Participant Registration form will be
entered into EOIS-CaMS, to start a client service plan. A learner plan is then generated and the
assessment process begins. The learner plan gathers background information, goals, assessment
results, program activities, outcomes at exit and follow-up information. The learner plan was
formerly referred to as the learner training plan and they each perform the same function of
providing the road map for the practitioner and the learner of what LBS activities and outcomes
will be achieved. (In time, the learner plan will be generated from EOIS-CaMS and downloaded
and converted to a Word format, so the service provider can add the program detail).
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Forms and Templates 4

LBS participant registration form:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/

e-Channel participant registration form:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/

Learner plan template:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/OALCF_Learner_Plan_Template_print_Oct_11.pdf

Learner plan template instructions:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/OALCF_LPT_Intsructions_Oct_11.pdf

4

Note: An individual who has accessed your organization solely for information and/or referral
purposes is considered a client. (As per the new LBS guidelines for 2012).
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Assessment
The Literacy Services Planning and Coordination (LSPC) Committee brings together LBS
Program service providers in a community to ensure that there is a common understanding and
acceptance of learner assessment results. Service providers use a wide range of formal and
informal assessment tools that are matched to different assessment purposes (at intake, during
programming and at exit for a range of learner goals). “Assessment is any process or procedure
that gathers information for making decisions about a learner’s knowledge, skills, behaviours and
abilities.” LBS program Guidelines 2012. Learners may be referred from one LBS service provider to
another LBS service provider or may be referred to another community service provider. Learner
mobility is greatly enhanced if the receiving organization has an understanding and acceptance
of the learner’s achievements. It is also important that a learner not be reassessed and that their
learning achievements are accepted as the starting point for next steps.
The Ontario Adult Literacy Curriculum Framework (OALCF) provides common tools (milestone
tasks, culminating tasks, learner gains) and a common language (five goal paths and six
competencies at 3 levels of task complexity) that will help to provide a shared understanding of
assessment results. It is an ongoing process to gain confidence in and understanding of
assessment results used by different LBS and community service providers, which is why the
regional literacy networks provide LBS Program service providers with the opportunity to discuss
assessment at the LSPC Committee meeting.
MTCU does not prescribe curriculum content or assessment tools, but depends on the
professional judgement of the LBS practitioner. However, on the eopg.ca OALCF website, there is
a foundation paper on assessment and a collection of assessment tools that the service provider
may want to reference when making assessment decisions.
Prior to 2012, Literacy and Basic Skills Program service providers measured some learner
achievements through ‘demonstrations’ and activities described by LBS outcomes and 5 levels.
Under the OALCF, some aspects of learner achievement will be described by the successful
completion of milestone tasks, culminating tasks and, in time, a learner gains assessment.
•

Milestone tasks are progress indicators which are “goal-related assessment activities that
learners complete to demonstrate their abilities to carry out goal-related tasks.” EOPG website

•

Culminating tasks are “more complex than milestone tasks, but are also aligned with the
Curriculum Framework. Culminating tasks draw together multiple competencies which may
be at different levels of complexity. The successful completion of a culminating task is an
important demonstration of the learner's ability to manage the kinds of tasks they will
encounter once they transition beyond the LBS Program.” EOPG website

•

Learner gains assessment “used primarily for accountability purposes, collects and use
numerical data about the progress of groups of learners- information that can be compared
across programs.”

Please refer to all OALCF assessment information on the Employment Ontario Partners Gateway
at http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/oalcf/
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Learner Files
The funding body, the MTCU, requires each service provider to maintain documentation and
records as part of responsible service delivery. It’s up to each service provider to ensure that
systems are in place for planning and monitoring. Part of this is Learner Files.
Currently, MTCU requires that the following information be included in every learner file:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A rationale for decisions made by the LBS service provider;
Participant registration form;
A learner plan;
Evidence of learner progress;
Training Support Documentation, if applicable;
Participant Exit form.

The materials in the Learner Files may contain other sensitive information, such as referral
information from other organizations, and assessment records. It is critical that these be kept
secure.
The Ministry provides the following forms, which are mandatory:
•
•
•

LBS Participant Registration Form;
LBS e-Channel Participant Registration Form;
LBS Program Exit and Follow-up Form.

These forms can be found on the EOPG website at http//:www.eopg.ca.
In addition to these program forms, the Ministry also provides the learner plan template that
is to be used beginning April 2012, for EOIS-CaMS data collection and for potential service
coordination agreements, within your community. All forms can be found on the EOPG website,
under Literacy and Basic Skills.
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Your Organization’s Annual Work Plan
The table on the following pages is an annual work plan of due dates for different documents
which you will be required to submit to the funder (MTCU), Canada Revenue Agency and your
regional literacy network. Some of the dates will vary from year to year, but you can refer to the
actual documents. Documents showing deadlines have been identified in the table below with
links, where applicable. Where there are any questions regarding LBS documents, always refer to
the EOPG Partners Gateway web site at:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/programs/training.html
There will be other items which will have varying dates according to your own organization
and network. Some of these which you will want to include in your annual work plan are:
 Monthly Board Meetings;
 Annual General Meeting;
 Special Annual Events.
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Deadline(s)

Event

Document

Location

How to file

Midyear –

Data collection

Satisfaction

Keep print copies of

The Satisfaction Surveys are

November 1st

begins for the fiscal

Surveys

Satisfaction Surveys in a

filed twice a year. The mid-

year (satisfaction

separate file. The template

year survey capture data

surveys).

for the Satisfaction Survey

from April 1st to March 31st

can be found on the EOPG

and the results are due by

Data collection ends

website, under Training-

November 1st. The yearend

for the fiscal year.

LBS:

survey captures data from

http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/

April 1st to March 31st and is

eng/eopg/programs/traini

due by April 30th in the new

ng.html

fiscal year. Instructions can be

Year end April 30th

found on the EOPG website,
under Training-LBS
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/en
g/eopg/programs/training.ht
ml
Organizations are required to
submit their results directly
to MTCU, using an on-line
reporting tool (survey
monkey).
Prior to the 15th

Source Deductions

Canada Revenue

You will have received the

You or your bookkeeper /

of every month

(based on monthly

Agency Source

Source Deductions

treasurer will complete the

instalments)

Deductions

Remittance Voucher by

form, attach the necessary

Remittance

mail (unless you are filing

cheque, and mail by the

Voucher

electronically).

deadline. There is a penalty if
you do not file by deadline.
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Deadline(s)

Event

Document

Location

How to file

April 30th

Year end LBS-IMS

Print out of the

You will have kept a copy

Email activity report to your

Statistics for your

LBS-IMS annual

for your files. It is printable

regional Network.

st

organization to be

statistics (April 1

from the LBS-IMS

submitted to your

to March 30th of

Organization computer

regional Network for

previous year).

application.

Statement of

Every year the Audit

Reports are to be sent to the

Revenue and

Guidelines are posted on

Grant Assistant of the MTCU

Expenditure, with

the EOPG website.

Service Delivery Branch. The

2011- 2012, March
31st year end. (*Note
this will be EOIS-CaMS
statistics for 20122013:
http://www.tcu.gov.o
n.ca/eng/eopg/public
ations/lbs_learner_ca
rryover_transition_gu
ide.pdf)
May 31st

Submission of Audit

a separate

address and the fax number

statement for

will be posted within the Au-

each funded site

dit Guidelines document.

with a Schedule
B, and each
project funded.
June 15th

Application for GST

Application for

Download this document

You or your bookkeeper/

Rebate

GST/HST Public

from the Canada Revenue

treasurer must complete the

Service Bodies’

Agency web site:

form and mail to the Canada

Rebate and GST

http://www.cra-

Revenue Agency at the

Self-Government

arc.gc.ca/E/pbg/gf/gst66/

Summer side Tax Centre

Refund (Form

README.html. This

(address is on form).

GST66)

document is only
available in electronic
format.
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Deadline(s)

Event

Document

Location

How to file

September 30th

Registered Charity

Registered

If you are a registered

Mail the return with all the

or earlier

Information Return

Charity

charity, the forms for the

required attachments to the

deadline (file earlier if

Information

current fiscal year will be

Canada Revenue Agency.

possible). Your

Return. Form

sent to you by mail. All

Keep a copy for your own

charitable status may

T3010A (05);

forms and publications

records.

be revoked for failure

Form TF725;

are available on the

to file on time.

Form T1235;

Canada Revenue Agency

Form T1236 (if

web site at:

applicable).

http://www.craarc.gc.ca/chrtsgvng/chrts/formspubs/me
nu-eng.html or you may
call 1-800-267-2384.

Every month

Source Deductions

Canada Revenue

You will have received the

You or your bookkeeper /

(based on monthly

Agency Source

Source Deductions

treasurer will complete the

instalments)

Deductions

Remittance Voucher by

form, attach the necessary

Remittance

mail (unless you are filing

cheque, and mail by the

Voucher

electronically).

deadline. There is a penalty if
you do not file by deadline.

December 16th,

Submit Annual

LBS Program -

Both the Business Plan

This will be submitted

however the

Business Plan. This

Business Plan -

template and the in-

electronically to MTCU and

deadline

item takes some

Template for

structions will be available

instructions will be posted on

changes from

preparation so plan

Delivery

on the EOPG web site

the EOPG website.

year to year

well in advance of

Organizations

under Training-LBS:

deadline.

http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/
eng/eopg/programs/traini
ng.html.
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Data Collection5
MTCU is currently in the process of phasing out the LBS-IMS legacy system. (Refer to the
‘Learner Carryover and Transition Guide’- link below):
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/lbs_learner_carryover_transition_guide.pdf
From April 1, 2001 to March 31, 2012, LBS organizations have been entering their information
into the IMS (Information Management System), which consists of three basic components: LBSOrganization client system, LBS-MTCU client system and an electronic data transfer platform.
Due to challenges supporting this legacy system, a new system (EOIS-CaMS) will be
introduced as of April 1, 2012. This system is currently being used by other Employment Ontario
partners and houses all client cases associated to an EO client. Only authorized CaMS users will be
able to view client information. The system was designed to support service coordination within
the EO network and to reflect the realities of client mobility.
For further information visit:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/2011_1_cams_bulletin.pdf
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/eotransformation/eois-cams_communications.html
Organizations will require training in order to enter information into this system. You can access
the EOIS-CaMS training modules at:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/eotransformation/eois-cams_training.html

Note: As per the ‘learner carry over and transition guide’, “The LBS-IMS Organization
Application and the LBS Interim Solution Portal is ONLY to be used for capturing the learner outcomes
of clients who ‘Exit’ prior to April 1, 2012.” (See section 4, page 11 of the guide for complete details.)
5
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Other Useful Websites
The following is a list of useful websites to further your training and information in the LBS
practitioner field as well as to help you in your objectives as a new program coordinator. These
websites are very useful for a variety of purposes, but you may also find that the wealth of
information can be overwhelming, at first. Use this list as your basis, and ask your Network
Executive Director, TCU Field Consultant or Mentor for the most useful for your purposes. This list
is neither exhaustive nor complete. It is merely a starting reference point.

Community Literacy of Ontario
http://www.nald.ca/clo/

This website provides great support for community based organizations in a variety of ways,
from training to newsletters to management and further literacy links.
Who We Are
Community Literacy of Ontario (CLO) is a provincial literacy network of 100 community literacy
organizations across Ontario. We provide many services to Ontario’s community literacy
organizations such as: sharing information via bulletins and newsletters, producing exemplary
resources and tools to support literacy organizations, hosting two websites, providing online
training and holding an annual training event, and researching the needs and priorities of our
members.
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Literacy Basics
http://www.nald.ca/literacybasics/

Literacy Basics is a free, self-directed online training website for Ontario literacy practitioners.
This innovative training website was researched, written and designed by Community Literacy of
Ontario. Literacy Basics has been designed to help busy literacy practitioners access needed
training at convenient times and locations. The training modules on Literacy Basics are selfdirected; therefore participants can choose content and tools appropriate to their interests,
needs, and skill levels.

LBS Practitioner Training
http://www.lbspractitionertraining.com/

This site offers professional development support for practitioners who work with adult
learners in the Literacy and Basic Skills Program of Ontario. There are online courses,
downloadable program materials and resources, an interactive self-assessment tool, and links to
other LBS training websites. In addition, practitioners can connect with other professionals in the
Staff Cafe forum to discuss issues related to learners and program delivery.
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Ontario Literacy Coalition
http://www.on.literacy.ca/

This website provides support for the Anglophone Stream, and gives some good literacy
background.
Ontario Literacy Coalition’s (OLC) Goals:
•

To understand the state of literacy in Ontario and provide insights to governments, the
literacy field and other organizations to enable them to shape policy and guide
program development.

•

To foster innovation in literacy solutions.

•

To lead collaboration among stakeholders on issues of a province-wide or fundamental
nature and initiate partnerships and alliances so as to broaden the support for literacy
efforts in the province.
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Lauback Literacy Ontario
http://www.laubach-on.ca/

Laubach Literacy Ontario represents a network of community-based literacy programs. We use
the services of trained volunteer tutors and trainers. Through Laubach-affiliated programs, tutors
provide one-to-one and small group instruction for more than 3,500 adult students. These
students want to upgrade their reading, writing, and math skills. In addition, they want to
upgrade their essential skills and other skills based on their goals.
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Alpha Plus
http://www.alphaplus.ca/

Alpha Plus is funded by the LBS program to support LBS organizations, for resources
developed and the innovative use of technology in adult basic education.
Alpha Plus Centre actively supports research, and promotes best practices in adult basic
education for practitioners and programs that work with adult learners in the Deaf, Aboriginal,
Francophone and Anglophone communities through:
• innovative use of technology;
• research;
• design, development and dissemination of information and resources.
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Demonstrations
http://demonstrations.alphaplus.ca

There is excellent information on this website which will help towards your approach to task
based assessment in LBS.
Task based assessment provides the learner with the opportunity to apply several skills at one
time to accomplish a real life task. It is important to know that assessment results matter to the
learner, to the practitioner, and to the MTCU.
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The Ontario Native Literacy Coalition (ONLC)
http://www.onlc.ca/

The Ontario Native Literacy Coalition (ONLC) is a non-profit, charitable organization, one of
four provincial umbrella organizations funded by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities. The ONLC is a provincial networking and field development organization supporting
and serving Native literacy practitioners and learners in Ontario, providing information, support
and training while enhancing ability and awareness of literacy issues.
Founded on the principles of the Seven Grandfather Teachings, the ONLC respects the
individual as a whole person - part of a family, community, and a Nation.
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Deaf Literacy Initiative
http://www.deafliteracy.ca/

Vision
A world leader providing professional expertise and innovations in specialized literacy services to
the Deaf and Deaf-Blind community and other coalitions.
Mission
Deaf Literacy Initiative leads in:
• Developing accessible and accredited training for practitioners and learners in the Deaf
and Deaf-Blind literacy organizations.
• Undertaking consultation, research and technology initiatives that advance the Deaf and
Deaf-Blind field.
• Producing accessible and culturally relevant learning resources.
• Promoting and supporting the needs of Deaf and Deaf-Blind literacy communities
globally.
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ABC CANADA
http://www.abc-canada.org/

ABC CANADA specializes in public awareness campaigns, and provides promotional support to
local literacy groups. It is also the founder of Family Literacy Day, a national initiative that
promotes the importance of reading and learning together as a family.
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Essential Skills
http://www10.hrsdc.gc.ca/ES/English/SearchMain.aspx

This site provides free and easy-to-use tools to help learners, employers and practitioners take
action on Literacy and Essential Skills.
Search over 300 job profiles to see how these skills are used in the workplace.
Use the Literacy and Essential Skills Toolkit to help support skills upgrading at work and in
everyday life. The Tools are categorized under three areas:
• Assessment;
• Learning;
• Training Supports.
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National Adult Literacy Database
http://www.nald.ca/index.htm

This is a truly wonderful resource and is exactly what it says it is. NALD is a comprehensive, upto-date and easily accessible database of literacy-related classroom and research materials,
available free to download. It also functions as a portal to adult literacy resources and services
across Canada and internationally.

Ontario Skills Passport
http://skills.edu.gov.on.ca/OSPWeb/jsp/en/login.jsp

The Ontario Skills Passport (OSP) provides clear descriptions of the Essential Skills and work
habits important for work, learning and life. Essential Skills are used in virtually all occupations
and are transferable from school to work, job to job and sector to sector.
The OSP offers high school students, adult learners, job seekers, workers, employers, teachers,
trainers, practitioners, job developers and counsellors a common language, resources and tools
that help build competence, confidence and connections.
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My Gates
http://www.mygates.ca/index1.html

This website is for people who are looking for work but do not plan to go to college or
university. It is also for Employment Ontario partners who help people look for jobs and get the
training they need. This site provides information on 120 jobs in Ontario that do not require
higher education. It shows what people in these jobs do on a daily basis and what kinds of skills
they need in order to be successful.
You can do an online activity to identify skills you already have and skills you need to develop
for particular jobs.
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Original Sources
Assessment Kit, Kingston Literacy. Ongoing Assessment - Tracking Model for Volunteer Tutoring
Programs. Website: http://www.kingstonliteracy.com/forsale.htm
CABS - Common Assessment of Basic Skills Initial Assessment in 5 Levels (2000), Judith F. Lee.
The CABS Initial Assessment Report and the Demonstrations are intended to be freely reproduced
for assessment purpose. In this publication you will find Assessment tools, demonstrations,
background information, and additional resources. Literacy Link Eastern Ontario (LLEO), 830A
Development Drive, Bayridge Plaza, Kingston, ON K7M 5V7, E-mail: lleomail@ican.net. One can also
access CABS from this website: https://www.lleo.ca/col/cabs_online.html
CARA - Canadian Adult Reading Assessment (2000), Dr. Pat M. Campbell & Flo M. Brokop. CARA
is an informal reading inventory that can determine a student’s instructional reading level and
specific strengths and weaknesses in word recognition and comprehension. The instructor’s
manual and student’s assessment booklet contain a graded word list and nine levels of passages,
ranging in readability from grades one to twelve. Each level contains two fiction and three nonfiction passages. Publishers: Grass Root Press. Website: http://www.grassrootsbooks.net/ca/
Demonstrations Ontario, a Learning Basic Skills funded project, focuses on demonstrations that
are relevant to employment and offers a demonstration builder for practitioners.
Website: http://demonstrations.alphaplus.ca/lvloutcome.asp
Goal-Directed Assessment: An Initial Assessment Process, Ontario Ministry of Education and
Training 1997, available at: http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/training/literacy/goal/goal.pdf
Goal Setting for Learners, (Instructor’s Manual and Manual for Learners), Stephanie Brennan.
The instructor’s manual gives background theory and strategies for working with learners and
provides goal setting activities. Some of the areas topics include: goal setting, assessment,
learning styles, notes about lessons, importance of setting goals, identifying needs, wants, dreams
and supports needed in goal setting. Southwestern Ontario Adult Literacy Network, 475 Caradoc
Street, Strathroy, ON N7G 2R1. E-mail: soaln@ican.net
Laubach Way to Reading and Laubach’s Breakthrough to Math and Patterns in Spelling series
have a number of Diagnostic Inventory forms for both initial assessment and learner outcomes
assessments. Laubach Literacy Ontario is also a provincial literacy organization which has a
certification process for practitioners. Website: http://www.laubach-on.ca/
The Level Descriptions Manual, a learning outcomes approach to describing levels of skill in
Communications & Numeracy, as well as features and example performance indicators for the
domain of Self-Management and Self-Direction. Produced by the Ontario Literacy Coalition,
available at: http://www.nald.ca/library/research/levels/levels.pdf
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Linking Demonstrations with Laubach, Laubach Literacy Ontario (LLO) through Alpha Plus, you
can access a comprehensive manual of learning outcomes demonstrations for programs using
Laubach materials.
Website: http://demonstrations.alphaplus.ca/DemonstrationBank/laubachindex.html
New to Adult Literacy in Ontario (2001), What Literacy Staff Need to Know, Anne Semple. This
handbook gives a comprehensive overview of the literacy field, detailing the present structure
and listing important information in tabbed, easy-to-find sections. Publishers: Literacy Link South
Central, 213 Consortium Court, London, ON, N6E 2S8, Phone: 519-681-7307, Toll-free: 1-800-5616896, E-mail: literacylink@bellnet.ca Website: http://www.llsc.on.ca
New to adult literacy in Ontario? (2003), What else literacy practitioners need to know, Patti
Miller. Using the field development priorities as a guide, the Literacy Link South Central have
compiled and organized some of the newest resources in the field. Publishers: Literacy Link South
Central, 213 Consortium Court, London, ON, N6E 2S8, Phone: 519-681-7307, Toll-free: 1-800-5616896, E-mail: literacylink@bellnet.ca Website: http://www.llsc.on.ca
The Revised Common Writing Assessment: A Tool linked to Ontario’s LBS Learning Outcomes
Levels, Ontario Literacy Coalition. This writing assessment tool is linked to the LBS learning
outcomes Levels 1-5. This tool helps practitioners assess writing samples and share assessment
results with learners. Copies of the manual are available from the OLC.
Email: Urszula@on.literacy.ca
Working with Learning Outcomes, Literacy and Basic Skills Section, Workplace Preparation
Branch, Ontario Ministry of Education and Training 1998. To order call 1-800-668-9938. From the
Simcoe County Literacy Network through Alpha Plus, a bank of outcomes-based demonstrations contributed to by Community Literacy of Ontario (CLO), Laubach Literacy Ontario (LLO),
Association of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology of Ontario (ACAATO), Ontario Association
of Adult and Continuing Education School Board Administrators (CESBA), - is available on this site.
Website: http://demonstrations.alphaplus.ca/DemonstrationBank/databaseindex.html
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Sources/Updates
MTCU - Employment Ontario Partners Gateway. This site provides support to service providers
delivering Employment Ontario programs and services as part of the Employment Ontario
network. It provides tools and materials to support the Employment Ontario brand, and
employment and training information within the Employment Ontario network of service
providers:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/
Ontario Adult Curriculum Framework website (OALCF). This site provides information about the
OALCF and the resources that have been developed to support practitioners in implementing the
OALCF:
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/oalcf/
The Alberta Teachers Association – Mentoring - A literature review:
http://www.teachers.ab.ca/Publications/Other%20Publications/Mentorship%20Program%20A%20Mo
del%20Project/Pages/Mentoring.aspx
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Appendices
Appendix 1 - Acronyms
The following acronyms are literacy and employment acronyms pertinent to use in Ontario.
Some acronyms are attached to older documents and may not be in current usage.

A
AAP.......................
ABE......................
ABEA....................

Adjustment Advisory Program
Adult Basic Education
Adult Basic Education Association of Hamilton/Wentworth
(Network)
ABL/N.................. Adult Basic Literacy/Numeracy
ACA...................... Apprenticeship Certification Act
ACAATO.............. Association of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology of
Ontario (now “Colleges Ontario”)
ACE......................
Academic and Career Entrance, certificate and curriculum at
colleges
ACL....................... Association for Community Living
ACTEW................ A Commitment to Employment & Training for Women
AGM..................... Annual General Meeting
AlphaCom............. On-Line Discussion Network for Literacy Organizations
AlphaPlus.............. Support Organization, Technical
AlphaRoute........... Web-based distance education resource
ALS....................... Aboriginal Language Standardisation Project
ASL....................... American Sign Language
AU......................... Academic Upgrading
AUP....................... Academic Upgrading Partnership

B

BEST.....................
BTSD....................

Basic Education Skills Training
Basic Training for Skills Development

CAAT....................

Canadian Adult Achievement Test

C
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CABS....................
CAL.......................
CAPLA.................
CBT.......................
Centre FORA.....
CESBA..................
CFLDB..................
CH/SCH...............
CIPMS..................
CLO.......................
CLWE....................
CNIB.....................
COMSOC.............
CQA......................
CQS.......................
CSAC....................
CSC.......................

D

Common Assessment of Basic Skills
Canadian Alliance for Literacy
Canadian Association for Prior Learning Assessment
Community-Based Training
Centre franco-ontarien de ressources en alphabétisation
Ontario Association of Adult and Continuing Education
School Board Administrators
Canadian Federation Labour Development Board
Contact Hours/Student Contact Hours
Continuous Improvement Performance Management
System
Community Literacy of Ontario
Clearinghouse for Literacy Workers’ Education
Canadian National Institute for the Blind
Ministry of Community and Social Services
Contract Quality Assurance
Core Quality Standards
College Standards and Accreditation Council
College Sector Committee for Adult Upgrading

DLI........................
DTP.......................

Deaf Literacy Initiative
Desktop Publishing

EARAT..................

Evaluating Academic Readiness for Apprenticeship Trades
Training
Employment Assistance Services
Ministry of Education
Employment Insurance
Employment Ontario
Employment Ontario Information System
Employment Ontario Partners Gateway (website)
Employment Resource Centre
Employment Services
English as a Second Language/English for Speakers of Other
Languages
Essential Skills Profile
Employment and Training Consultant

E
EAS.......................
EDU......................
EI...........................
EO.........................
EOIS......................
EOPG....................
ERC.......................
ES..........................
ESL/ESOL............
ESP........................
ETC........................
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F
FSL........................

French as a Second Language

G
GED......................
GOLD...................
GWA......................

General Educational Development (High School
Equivalency Test)
Goal of Literacy for Deaf People - (old term) -see DLI
General Welfare Allowance (old)

H
HRDC...................

Human Resources Development Canada (old) - see SC

IALS......................
IALSS...................
IAS........................
IC..........................
IELTS....................
ILC........................
IMS.......................
I&R.......................
IRPA......................
ISD........................

International Adult Literacy survey
International Adult Life Skills Survey
Industrial Adjustment Services
Industry Canada
International English Language Testing System
Independent Learning Centre
Information Management System
Information and Referral
Information & Referral Protocol Agreements
Integrated Service Delivery

JCP........................

Job Creation Partnership

I

J
L

La Coalition.......... la Coalition Francophone pour l’alphabétisation et la
formation de base en Ontario
LAI........................
Labour Adjustment Initiative
LB/LTB/LTAB...... Local Board/Local Training Board/Local Training and
Adjustment Board
LBS.......................
Literacy and Basic Skills
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LCPP.....................
LD.........................
LDAO...................
LFDS.....................
LINC.....................
LINDR..................
LITNW.................
LLC.......................
LLEO....................
LLI........................
LLMP...................
LLN.......................
LLO.......................
LLSC.....................
LMA......................
LMDA...................
LMPA....................
LNNE....................
LOARC.................
LOCS....................
LOON...................
LSAF.....................
LSPC........................

(old) see LSPC
Learning Disabled/Disability
Learning Disability Association of Ontario
Literacy Field Development Support/Services
Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada
Literacy Network of Durham Region
Literacy Northwest (Network)
Laubach Literacy Canada (old)
Literacy Link Eastern Ontario (Network)
Laubach Literacy International
Local Labour Market Planning process
Literacy Link Niagara (Network)
Laubach Literacy Ontario
Literacy Link South Central (Network)
Labour Market Agreement
Labour Market Development Agreement
Labour Market Partnership Agreement
Literacy Network Northeast
Learning Outcomes and Assessment Resource
Literacy Ontario Central South (Network)
Literacy Opportunities in Ontario North
Learner Skill Attainment Framework
Literacy Service Planning and Coordination

M
MCL......................
MCSS....................
MCI.......................
MET.......................
MNN.....................
MOL......................
MOPP....................
MTCU...................
MTML...................
MWP.....................

Movement for Canadian Literacy
Ministry of Community and Social Services
Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration
Ministry of Education and Training (old)
Mid North Network for Adult Learning (also MNNAL)
Ministry of Labour
Manual of Policies and Procedures (OLC)
Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy (Network)
Multiculturalism in the Workplace

N
NALD...................
NLP.......................
NLS.......................
NOC......................

National Adult Literacy Database
Ningwakwe Learning Press
National Literacy Secretariat
National Occupation Classification
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NON......................
NTAB....................
NWD.....................

O

P

Network of Networks
Niagara Training and Adjustment Board
No Wrong Door

OAHC...................
OALCF...................
OAYEC.................
OBS.......................
OBSW...................
OCASI..................
OCCL....................
OCL.......................
ODSP....................
OISE......................
OJIB......................
OLC......................
OMAFRA..............
ONESTEP.............
ONLC....................
OSSC....................
OSSD....................
OTEAC.................
OTIS......................
OW........................
OYAP....................

Ontario Association of Help Centres
Ontario Adult Literacy Curriculum Framework
Ontario Association of Youth Employment Centres
Ontario Basic Skills
Ontario Basic Skills in the Workplace
Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants
Ottawa-Carleton Coalition for Literacy (Network)
Ontario Community Literacy
Ontario Disability Support Program
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Ontario Jobs Investment Board
Ontario Literacy Coalition
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
Ontario Network of Employment Skills Training Project
Ontario Native Literacy Coalition
Ontario Secondary School Certificate
Ontario Secondary School Diploma
Ontario Training and Education Action Coalition
Online Training Information System
Ontario Works
Ontario Youth Apprenticeship Program

PHDALN..............
PLAR.....................
PMF......................
PRLN....................

Peel/Halton/Dufferin Adult Learning Network
Prior Learning and Assessment Recognition
Performance Management Framework
Project READ Literacy Network

Q
QUILL...................

Quality in Lifelong Learning (Network)
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R
RALS....................
RRE/RRTS............

Recognition of Adult Learning System
Rapid Re-Employment and Training Strategy

SAP.......................
SAR.......................
SARAW................
SC..........................
SCLN....................
SDAG....................
SQS.......................
SEEN....................
SIF.........................

Self-Assessment Process
Social Assistance Recipient
Speech Assisted Reading and Writing
Service Canada
Simcoe County Literacy Network
Service Delivery Advisory Group
Service Quality Standards
Social Enterprise Employment Network
Sector Initiative Fund

TCLN....................
TDD......................
TESL.....................
TOEFL..................
TOEIC...................
TOP......................
TQAA....................
ActTSP.................
TWS......................

Tri-County Literacy Network
Telecommunication Devices for the Deaf
Teachers of English as a Second Language
Test of English as a Foreign Language
Test of English for International Communication
Trends, opportunities and priorities report (old) see LLMP
Trades Qualification and Apprenticeship
Training Support System
Targeted Wage Subsidy

S

T

W

WCB.....................
WSIB....................
W/WEBS..............
WPB......................

Workers Compensation Board (old) see WSIB
Workplace Safety and Insurance Board
Workplace/Workforce Employment Basic Skills (old)
Workplace Preparation Branch (old) - see MTCU

Y
YES.......................

Youth Employment Services
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Appendix 2 - How to Be an Effective Coach for the New
Program Coordinator
Good coaching and mentoring is a skill, and it’s easy to get side-tracked if guidelines aren’t
adhered to in the mentoring process.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have an interest in the person you are about to coach; show some genuine concern for
their concerns.
Take an approach which enables the new program coordinator, one that is open
and facilitative.
Ask a lot of questions.
Be easy to approach yourself, and show your confidence in the excellent job you
do.
Don’t blame or criticize anyone or any organization - stay as neutral as possible in
all matters which may be controversial, but give completely honest answers to any
questions which arise.
Be willing to consult, discuss and disagree.
Continually provide constructive and positive feedback.
Don’t help so much that you are doing the work - step in only when someone is
floundering or experiencing unnecessary frustration (avoid unhealthy
dependence).

Once you and your Regional Network Coordinator have determined what you need in the
mentoring process, here is a useful checklist to follow to get the most out of the mentoring
experience:
1. Determine that the personal chemistry is right before you begin the process.
2. Make sure the understanding is very clear about what the purpose of the
mentoring is, and what you hope to achieve before you enter into the relationship.
3. Make sure that both parties are committed to the relationship until the objectives
are achieved; and have realistic expectations about the results, both in terms of
time and changes which may take place.
Within the Regional Network, cultivating mentors is a part of the Succession Planning process.
The issue of replacing coordinators in the literacy field has become increasingly serious, as
populations age, as funding is in question and as shortages of trained literacy coordinators
becomes evident. Whatever the replacement needs of an organization stem from; - retirement,
transition etc. - considering the mentoring process as part of Succession Planning, which can help
accomplish a smooth process with minimal disruption to the organization in question. In very
small organizations having a structured approach to succession planning with mentoring as part
of the process is unrealistic. This is where the Network has a critical role to play. As the umbrella
organization which coordinates for the smaller organizations, it only makes sense to look ahead,
to take an organized approach, by encouraging and facilitating the mentoring process. The
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Regional Network may find itself in the position where organizations are recruiting away from
each other to fill internal positions. The Network may also find itself in the position where it hasn’t
adequately identified its most developed leaders. The Regional Network will need the
cooperation of its member service providers to develop the mentoring process.
This will include:
a. A commitment from the management of existing organizations and their boards
to supporting the mentoring process as part of succession planning.
b. A clear vision as to what skills will be needed in subsequent years, trends in literacy
and Employment Ontario, and clear understanding of expectations.
c. A realistic assessment of existing staff and their mobility (how many may be
considering leaving; how many are ready, willing and able to mentor; what kind of
database is there to identify key individuals, and who can access that information)
d. Objective analysis of key staff and their willingness to be mentors.
e. Openness to potential mentors (don’t limit it to “cream of the crop” - keep an open
mind because really positive mentors are often found in the most retiring
individuals).
f. A flexible development program allowing for interested parties to not only be
identified, but to also allow for attending any in-house training, workshops, etc.
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Appendix 3 - An Assessment Tool for Networks
The following is a list of qualities Network staff may wish to use to identify potential mentors
and coaches within the network. This will be a beginning to building a database of individuals
ready to help the new coordinator through the mentoring/coaching process. These qualities are
suggestions, and can be easily adapted by the Network.
Check these qualities:
 I listen to the entire question / issue before responding.
 I have the time, or can make the time, to help.
 I know how to ask questions to get to the real problem / issue.
 I always give my honest opinion.
 I have a good range of networks and resources, and a solid knowledge base of
literacy.
 I am not intimidating. I am easy to approach at any time.
 I know what I’m talking about. I’m good at my own job.
 I can assess the reality / conditions in which the new coordinator is working.
 I can focus clearly on the new coordinator’s needs during a coaching session.
 I don’t get irritated by a person who doesn’t get the point immediately.
 I’m a positive role model in terms of my own work in literacy.
 I can help the new coordinator believe in their own potential.
 I am also open to new ideas, new ways of doing things.
 I know when to introduce options which may have not been considered, without
over-whelming the new coordinator.
 I can challenge assumptions easily, gracefully, without causing anxiety.
 I am a positive person, an active listener, and non-judgmental.
 I am totally comfortable with having my own views challenged.
 I have a sound knowledge of the new developments in literacy, and development
issues.
 I don’t expect the new coordinator to be like me.
 I’m prepared to learn along with the new coordinator.
 I give feedback with tact and skill.
 I can allow the new coordinator the room, freedom and confidence to make
mistakes.
 I have the ability to maintain detachment and objectivity.
 I’d like to see the person I’m mentoring make their own decisions wherever
possible.
 The person I am coaching can express themselves to me freely and with
confidence.
 I can draw out another person’s ideas and help them to develop them.
 I have a real interest in helping others develop their skills.
 I don’t talk about my own achievements too much, just where they are applicable.
 I have a genuine desire to see others experience success in their development.
(Adapted from: CRHC Human Resources Management: Coaching, Mentoring and Succession Planning)
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